INTRODUCING THE NEW TOTEM ELEMENT SERIES
The new Totem Element Series expresses perfect balance between form, function, art and technology.
Streamlined for any musical genre, it conveys conviction, honesty and ease while offering enormous scale and
presence. Revolutionary in its conception, the Totem Element Series is a true evolutionary step in sound design.

Discover your own at totemacoustic.com
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World’s first high-end integrated amplifier
with Apple Airplay technology.
Listen to your music wirelessly from an iPhone or iPad!

Apple AirPlay
2 x 400W
4 analog inputs
1 phono input
Subwoofer output
Direct pre-processor input

Also available in black

Free iPad!
Until May 1st 2011, get a free iPad with
every Micromega AS-400 purchase.
Visit www.plurison.com to locate an
authorized Micromega reseller.

Micromega is distributed by Plurison - www.plurison.com - 866.271.5689

www.micromega-hifi.com

productnews
For daily news visit www.canadahifi.com

The CANADA HiFi Website Gets a Complete Makeover!
Whether you’re a dedicated audio video enthusiast who needs their
daily x of AV news or someone who would like to research an audio
or home theatre topic once in a while – the CANADA HiFi website
has got you covered. The completely redesigned www.canadahi.
com offers a modern, visually attractive interface that is a pleasure
to navigate and makes locating news, features, reviews and buyer
guides easier than ever before. A number of new features provide
visitors an enhanced browsing experience. The new website offers
social network integration with sites such as Facebook, Twitter, Digg,
Google Bookmarks and several others. This allows visitors to connect and share content from our website with their online friends and
provide instant feedback on our content. A new comment interface
allows visitors to easily share their comments at the bottom of every
article posted on the website. To satisfy audio video enthusiasts on
the go, the redesigned website is now completely mobile friendly.
When accessed from smart phones and mobile devices such as the
iPhone, iPod touch, Blackberry, Android and Windows Phone 7
devices, the site is automatically resized to t smaller screens. Of
course the new website is also fully compatible with the iPad and
all incarnations of tablets. Surf over to www.canadahi.com today
and share your thoughts with us on our discussion forum at www.
canadahi.com/forum.

Access CANADA HiFi Like an
App On Your Smartphone!
Typing a website address on a
smartphone can be cumbersome but
accessing our website can be simplied by creating a CANADA HiFi
“App” on the home screen of your
device.
Here’s how to do it on
your iPhone:
- Open the Safari web browser
- Type in www.canadahi.com in
the address bar at the top
- Click on the “+” icon at the bottom
of the screen
- Click on “Add to Home Screen”
Here’s how to do it on an
Andriod phone:
- Long-press on any site in your
browser’s bookmarks
- Select the “Add shortcut to home”
option
To our knowledge creating a shortcut to a website on a Blackberry is
not possible at this time.
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2011 Pioneer AV Receivers
Pioneer has long been one of the brands of choice
for home theatre enthusiasts looking for AV receivers
which offer great audio quality and extensive features.
The company has fully embraced the latest home theatre advancements with the introduction of four new
models: the VSX-521, VSX-821, VSX-921 and VSX1021. All the new receivers are supplied with a USB/
video cable for the iPhone, iPad and iPod touch that
enable fast “plug and play” capability and playback
of audio, video and photos. The VSX-1021 receiver
offers the AirPlay feature which allows music lovers
to listen to their music library wirelessly through their home theatre system, allowing album art and song information to be displayed
on a TV. An optional AS-WL300 wireless LAN adapter is available to simplify the connection process. Pioneer’s free Air Jam App,
available from the App Store for the iPhone, iPad and iPod touch, used with the VSX-1021 (AS-BT200 Bluetooth adapter required),
allows up to four Bluetooth devices to connect at once, allowing each user to cue songs from their music libraries to create a collective playlist. The next generation iControlAV2 App, also available in the App Store, provides even more control when used with the
VSX-1021. The app enables control of volume, bass, balance and room settings. Additional features include graphic representations
of before and after MCACC room calibration, and sound adjustments that enable users to create their own equalizer settings. The
iControlAV2 App also includes Blu-ray player control when connected to a compatible Pioneer Blu-ray player. Further expanding on
its wireless and networked capabilities, the VSX- 1021 also offers DLNA 1.5 support, allowing it to play music (up to 192kHz/24-bit)
from a compatible networked or portable device. Finally, the VSX-1021 also offers the vTuner Internet radio. All models will be
available by April. MSRP: VSX-521 ($329), VSX-821 ($429), VSX-921 ($499) and VSX-1021 ($699). www.pioneerelectronics.ca

New Shure Headphones and Earphones

Rega DAC – The First DAC From Rega
Rega would like you to consider its new DAC if you desire to
unlock the potential of your digital audio. The Rega DAC is a
16/20/24-bit at 32kHz to 192kHz digital to analogue converter
incorporating an enhanced version of the Rega designed circuit.
Developed to be simple to set up and use, the Rega DAC is designed to optimize performance from any two channel PCM digital audio source such as a CD player, PC or streaming device.
The playback of high quality lossless les such as WAV, FLAC
and ALAC offer performance through the DAC equal to and in
some cases better than the red book CD. With the highest performance in mind, the DAC boasts a pair of Wolfson DAC IC’s,
ve user selectable digital lters, two isolated Co-axial inputs,
two Toslink SPDIF inputs and an isolated USB input. The Rega
DAC has too many technical features to mention in this Product
News blurb – but luckily for you we were able to get our hands
on a pre-production unit and you can read its review in this very
issue! MSRP: $1095. www.rega.co.uk. Distributed in Canada
by Plurison: 1-866-271-5689, www.plurison.com

www.canadahi.com

Shure combines style and functionality in its latest introductions: the SRH550DJ headphones which are ideal for both DJ
and personal listening use, the SRH940 headphones which are
optimized for critical listening, studio monitoring, and mastering
as well as the SE215 sound isolating earphones designed for live
performances and critical listening. The SRH550DJ offers a full
range frequency response, 50 mm dynamic drivers which deliver
extended bass, a supra-aural design for full isolation and an adjustable, collapsible headband that swivels 90 degrees for exible wearing positions. The SRH940 offers an accurate frequency response for tight bass and smooth, high end extension with
minimal distortion. It has a collapsible, lightweight design with
a premium padded headband that offers superior comfort and
portability. Available in clear or translucent black, the SE215
uses a Single Dynamic MicroDriver which offers detailed sound
with enhanced bass, and its design delivers outstanding isolation
with unmatched comfort.
The SE215 earphones are
ideal for live performance
applications, critical listening, and serve as the perfect
upgrade for portable digital
devices. This professional
quality earphone joins the
ranks of the company’s
SE315, SE425, and SE535
sound isolating earphone
models. www.shurecanada.
com
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A Turbo Charged Rega RP1 Turntable
Rega has come up with a clever new way to engage those who enjoy listening to vinyl. The recently introduced
Rega RP1 turntable offers a substantial performance upgrade over its predecessor, the P1. And now there’s a way to
further improve its performance with the Rega Performance Pack. Available pre-installed on the RP1 or as an upgrade, the Performance Pack includes the Rega Bias 2 moving magnet cartridge, an upgraded drive belt and a high
performance 100 percent natural wool turntable mat usually supplied with the P3, P5 and P7. You will also nd a
14mm diameter rubber spacer enclosed in the cartridge pack which ensures the plug and play design of the RP1 remains, along with a cartridge alignment protractor for use when tting the cartridge. The increased drive delivered
by the upgrade belt offers greater speed stability and accuracy. This is especially noticeable during long musical
notes which adds greatly to the musical performance of the turntable. The hand assembled moving magnet cartridge uses a high quality elliptical stylus and parallel wound coils that would usually be found in cartridges costing
many times the amount. Housed in Rega’s unique lightweight high rigidity cartridge body the Bias 2 offers a detailed, balanced performance with tight bass and excellent stereo imagery. The upgraded wool mat has stiffer bres
than synthetic man-made materials and directly improves coupling between the phenolic resin platter and the vinyl
LP. MSRP: RP1 (with the
Performance Pack already
installed) $599, or Performance Pack upgrade
$219. www.rega.co.uk.
Distributed in Canada
by Plurison: 1-866-2715689, www.plurison.com

2011 Entry-level Onkyo AV Receivers
The days of when networking features and iPod/iPhone integration can be found only in mid to high-end AV receivers will soon be over thanks to companies like Onkyo. As you’re reading this, three new Onkyo AV receivers
will be hitting the store shelves including the 7.2-channel TX-NR609, the 5.1-channel TX-NR509 and the 5.1channel TX-SR309. All three models offer front-panel USB connections and the models designated ‘TX-NR’ are
network-capable. The two network models support streaming PC audio and Internet radio, and provide compatibility with Windows 7 and DLNA. The Internet connection also greatly simplies the process of providing future
updates to the receiver’s rmware. These networking models can also take advantage of Onkyo’s free Remote App
for the iPod/iPhone to control the A/V receiver. With the addition of the separately sold UWF-1 wireless USB
adapter, these receivers can connect to a home network wirelessly. The front-panel USB port offers a direct digital
connection for an iPod or iPhone, along with support for audio playback from USB mass-storage devices. All three
receivers incorporate HDMI connectivity that includes compatibility with 3D video, HDMI Thru, and an Audio
Return Channel. The latter allows audio content received via an HDTV’s tuner to be sent upstream via HDMI to
the receiver, without the need for an extra cable from the display. Other features shared by these models include
PLL jitter-cleaning circuitry to preserve signal clarity; lossless Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD Master Audio decoding; an overlaid on-screen display for easy adjustment of settings; and a new front panel design. MSRP (in US):
TX-NR609 ($599), TX-NR509 ($399) and TX-SR309 ($299). www.onkyo.ca
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CANADA HiFi Showcase

Please consider components from the following
companies when making your next purchase.

Audio
Sensibility
www.audiosensibility.com

LOUDSPEAKERS

www.reference3a.com

Distributed in Canada by
Audio Dream Distributions
www.audio-dream.ca
(403) 280-5894
www.leema-acoustics.com

Best value in high-end audio cables.
Cable termination services. DIY supplies.

To adverse in the CANADA HiFi Showcase
secon please call 416-767-2495

productnews
Furutech High Performance GTX Wall Plate
The Furutech GTX wall plate is designed for enthusiasts looking for uncompromised performance from their audio and video systems. Its special grade aluminum CNC-processed chassis is 13 mm thick and effectively shields against RFI
(Radio Frequency Interference). The GTX wall plate is nished with an extremely
effective non-resonant coating and includes special Teon damping foil and comes
supplied with four SUS receptacle xed screws (M3) and two SUS plate xed
screws. The GTX wall plate is a perfect match for Furutech’s high performance
GTX-D and GTX-S receptacles and 104-D or 104-S carbon ber nished covers. Available now. MSRP: $143.00 each (receptacle and carbon ber cover sold
separately). www.furutech.com. Distributed in Canada by Audiyo: 416-704-0105,
www.audiyo.com

Aperion Audio Verus
Forte Home Theatre
Speakers
If you’re in the market for attractive, full size home theatre
speakers, Aperion Audio would
like you to take a look at its new Verus Forte line. The Verus Forte
series is modeled after the company’s larger Verus Grand series
and promises highly accurate sound reproduction. The key innovation in this series is the Aperion PhaseSync Driver, found in
the centre channel and bookshelf speakers, which combines the
company’s ASR tweeter and woofer in a single unit. By combining the tweeter and woofer in a single space-saving package,
the Verus Forte optimizes on- and off-axis performance in the
smallest size possible. An audio enthusiast can congure a wellmatched high-performance home theatre system by combining a
pair of tower speakers, a centre channel and a pair of bookshelf
speakers for surrounds, all from the Verus Forte family. All Aperion Verus Forte speakers are housed in curved cabinets nished in
gloss real cherry-wood veneer or piano-black lacquer. Available
now. MSRP (US): Verus Forte Tower ($990/pair), Verus Forte
Centre ($350), Verus Forte Bookshelf ($350/pair).
www.aperionaudio.com

Red Wine Audio Ginevra LFP-V Edition Phonostage
US manufacturer Red Wine Audio has been in the business of making purist, battery-powered hi- components
for the most discerning listeners since 2005. The latest introduction to its battery-powered line-up is the Ginevra
LFP-V Edition Phonostage. Red Wine Audio says that the Ginevra is the only high-end phonostage featuring
discrete, Class-A FET gain stages, a vacuum-tube output stage and LiFePO4 (LFP) battery technology. LFP power
boasts numerous sonic and technical advantages over all other power supplies, including non-LFP batteries. The
Ginevra supports both moving magnet and moving coil designs. Owners of moving coil cartridges can select from
a number of load settings. The unit also features user-accessible resistor sockets, facilitating custom loads. The
Ginevra promises a natural and organic
sound signature, the perfect balance of
delicacy and dynamics, and a holographic
soundstage that draws the listener deep
into the performance. MSRP: $3000 US.
www.redwineaudio.com. Distributed in
Canada by Off the Grid Audio: 647-3445751, www.offthegridaudio.com
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SINCLAIR AUDIO PROUDLY PRESENTS THE NEW

DALtech Acoustic Damping

460T

Transparency Ribbon Tweeter

Black Diamond Silk Dome Tweeter

Woven Fiberglass Hybrid Midrange Woven Fiberglass Hybrid Woofer

Provides the purest, most
accurate sound and enormous
soundstage.

Produces incredibly clear and
precise high frequencies.

Results in three dimensional, lifelike Allows precise and powerful bass.
performance.

Eliminates the distortion caused
by standing waves for the purest
sonic reproduction.

AUDITION THE NEW BRIGHTON SERIES AT AN AUTHORIZED SINCLAIR AUDIO DEALER TODAY!

Tel./ (Toll Free) 1.800.567.3275 • Fax: (Toll Free) 1.866.450.5507
Montréal, 21000 Trans-Canadienne, Baie D’Urfé, Québec H9X 4B7

www.sinclairaudio.com • www.eriksonconsumer.com

Available at:
Brault & Martineau
Tanguay

A Complete Guide to Choosing a Home Theatre Projector
LCD, DLP or LCos? 2D or 3D?

JVC Reference Series DLA-RS60 3D Home Cinema Projector

CHF Staff
There’s a lot to be said about watch- in TVs but now a number of 3D
ing a movie like “Avatar” in the projector models are available and
movie theatre or playing a car rac- many more are on the way. As with
ing game like “Gran Turismo 5” any new technology, 3D comes at
on a giant projector screen. Well a premium and is currently availproduced movies and video games able mostly in high-end projector
can truly make you feel like you’re models which start at about $4500.
part of the action when projected
on to a large screen. Modern TVs
may be available with impressive
screen sizes but if you desire the
ultimate, most immersive home entertainment experience there is no
substitute for a home theatre projector. Today, a number of competing
projector technologies are available
on the market, ranging from reason- At the time this guide was written,
ably priced models to those aimed at 3D projectors were available from
consumers with deep pockets. And brands including JVC, LG, Sony,
now there are also 3D-capable pro- Sharp, Mitsubishi, Optoma, SIM2
jectors. This guide will provide you and Runco. Some of these come
with everything you should know bundled with a 3D emitter and 3D
before you buy a new projector.
glasses while others require you to
purchase them separately.
How Would You Like Your PicAs with 3D TVs, to enjoy the 3D
ture - 2D or 3D?
picture, you’ll also need to pick up
a Blu-ray 3D player and some 3D
If you crave cutting-edge entertain- glasses. Blu-ray 3D players retail
ment in your home theatre than you for about 30 percent more than stanshould deﬁnitely consider a 3D pro- dard players and 3D glasses will set
jector. 3D technology was a little you back about $150 or more, per
slower to arrive in projectors than pair. Owners of the PlayStation 3
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can pat themselves on the back because they already own a 3D gaming console which also happens to
play Blu-ray 3D discs.
At the time this guide was written
not very many Blu-ray 3D movies
were available, and to make matters
worse a lot of titles were included
as exclusives with the purchase
of a particular TV brand. As a result, buyers of 3D projectors have
an even more limited selection of
3D titles to choose from than 3D
TV owners. The good news is that
many new titles are scheduled for
release this year and most of the
exclusive movies will eventually be
available for purchase to everyone.
Whether you’re a casual or a hardcore video gamer, the proposition
of 3D should deﬁnitely appeal to
you. The PlayStation 3 has taken
3D gaming head-on. A good selection of 3D games is already available, spanning most gaming genres.
Some of the key titles include Gran
Turismo 5, Call of Duty: Black Ops,
Killzone 3, Ridge Racer 7: 3D, Crysis 2, Metal Gear Solid: Rising, Motor Storm: Apocalypse and Tron:
Evolution, just to mention a few.
Most major titles from now on will
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be released in 3D. Some Xbox 360 games
are now also available in 3D.
Projector Technologies
Home theatre projectors are based on one
of three technologies: LCD, DLP or LCoS.
Most projectors currently on the market
use a metal halide lamp although some
of the latest, higher-end models now use
an LED light source instead (more on this
below).
LCD projectors have been around for a
while now and their picture performance
has improved vastly during the last few
years. LCD is a transmissive technology,
which means that light is passed through
the silicon substrate on the chip to produce
the picture. Two types of LCD projectors
exist: models which use a single LCD to
create the picture and models which use
a combination of three LCDs. Projectors
that use three LCDs produce truer-to-life
colour saturation, smoother transitions
from light to dark and colour to colour,
and offer higher contrast images. There
are many fantastic LCD projectors in the
market today, at all price points, making
this the technology of choice for most
home theatre buffs.
DLP projectors use a micromirror chip
developed by Texas Instruments and are
capable of producing a very respectable
picture. DLP is a reﬂective technology
in which light is reﬂected off of the silicon substrate on the chip. As with LCD
projectors, DLP projectors come in both
single chip and three chip designs. Most
however are single chip designs since
three chip designs are exponentially more
expensive. Single chip DLP projectors
use a fast spinning colour wheel to emulate continuous colour. While this works
well, it does occasionally result in colour
separation that’s called a “rainbow” picture artifact, which some viewers can’t see
at all but others can pick up on right away.
Watching a DLP projector for just a few
minutes will tell you if you’re sensitive to
this artifact or not. For a while DLP projectors enjoyed a substantial advantage
over LCD designs by offering very deep
blacks and high contrast ratios. This however is no longer the case. LCD projectors
have caught up and in some cases, even
surpassed the picture quality of DLP projectors. This is thanks to a number of in-
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novative improvements, most notably the and the lens. The projector dynamically
development of the dynamic or auto iris evaluates the brightness of the picture be(more on this below).
ing displayed and automatically opens or
LCoS is the hottest, state of the art pro- closes the iris to allow more or less light
jector technology since it is capable of output. The performance of an automatic
producing the most accurate picture avail- iris varies substantially between projecable today. It can be thought of as a com- tor models. Contrast ratio, ANSI contrast
bination of LCD and DLP technologies, and dynamic contrast are not related and
being both transmissive and reﬂective. cannot be compared with each other. For
Two companies have also developed pro- best results, purchase a projector with the
prietary variations of LCoS: Sony calls its greatest contrast ratio that you can afford.
version SXRD and JVC calls its version
All projector manufacturers also provide
D-ILA. Again both single and three chip a brightness speciﬁcation measured in
implementations of LCoS exist. LCoS ANSI lumens; the higher the number, the
projectors represent the most expensive brighter the projector picture. This specioption available today but their prices ﬁcation is not nearly as important as the
have been slowly coming down.
contrast ratio because ideally a projector
should be used in a completely dark room.
Contrast Ratio and Brightness
A basement home theatre doesn’t require
as much brightness as a living room home
While it is important to understand what theatre with light from windows or light
contrast ratio and brightness speciﬁcations ﬁxtures. A bright projector is not necessarmean, projectors should not be compared ily better for the home theatre. The trick is
using these speciﬁcations directly since to select a projector that will display a remanufacturers use different methods to spectable contrast but won’t be too bright
arrive with their ratings.
and fatiguing to your eyes. Most dedicatContrast, measured as a ratio, is the ed home theatre projectors have a brightdifference between the lightest and the ness of under 1500 lumens. You should
darkest portion of an image. This is argu- also know that brightness is not measured
ably the most important speciﬁcation of a equally by all manufacturers. Some prohome theatre projector. A projector with a jector manufacturers base lumen values on
high contrast ratio will generally produce data output, not video. A knowledgeable
more subtle colour changes, better satu- salesperson at a reputable store will steer
rated colours, increased shadow detail and you towards the best brightness for your
a picture that appears more three dimen- lighting condition and your budget.
sional. The latest projectors offer contrast
ratios of up to 100,000:1 or more. Manu- Aspect Ratio and Resolution
facturers usually indicate the contrast as
a ratio between the whitest white and the Since all movies on Blu-ray and DVD are
blackest black that a projector can display produced in the widescreen format, all
(also referred to as full-on/full-off ratio). dedicated home theatre projectors have
An ANSI contrast ratio however is a more the 16:9 widescreen aspect ratio. Of
accurate measure of the contrast although course, a 16:9 projector can also display a
manufacturers rarely list it. It is a measure 4:3 picture with black bars on the sides.
of the relative brightness when displaying
Resolution is the number of pixels from
a white/black checkerboard pattern.
side to side and top to bottom of your imMost modern projectors also have a age. Each pixel is simply a dot of colour
dynamic contrast ratio – in fact some on the screen. Most home theatre promanufacturers provide only the dynamic jectors on the market today offer a high
contrast ratio in speciﬁcations of their deﬁnition picture with a native resolution
products. The latest projectors are capa- of 1080p (1920 by 1080 pixels) or 720p
ble of achieving a staggering 1,000,000:1 (1280 by 720 pixels). As you might exdynamic contrast ratio. However this is pect, the higher the resolution the more
not a real world contrast. It is achieved the projector costs. If your budget allows
through video analysis and a dynamic iris for a 1080p model, this is deﬁnitely the
(also called an automatic iris). A dynamic way to go. The advantages of 1080p (over
iris is a device that sits between the lamp 720p) are clearly noticeable on a screen
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that’s 50 inches or larger. A 1080p
source, such as a Blu-ray disc player or a video gaming system, can
produce an incredibly sharp and detailed picture, well worth the extra
investment.
Uniformity
Uniformity is expressed as a percentage of brightness throughout
the entire projected image. Certain
models are not capable of projecting peak lumens out to the corners
of the screen. A projector that puts
out equal amounts of brightness
from the center to the corners of
the image has a higher uniformity
percentage. The result is more even
distribution of light throughout the
entire image. Greater than 85 per
cent uniformity provides a relatively consistent image.
Fan Noise
Every projector has at least one
cooling fan built-in. If the projector is relatively close to the seating
in your home theatre, which it is in
most cases, the fan noise can be very
distracting and take away from the
movie watching experience. Entrylevel projectors generally produce
35 dB or more of noise. Mid-range
models keep the noise down to 30
dB or less. Some projectors offer a
“wisper quiet” mode which can reduce the noise to under 20 dB. This
is usually achieved by decreasing
the overall brightness of the picture.
We recommend buying the quietest
projector that you can afford.
Throw Ratio and Lens Options
Many projectors come with different lens options. That’s because a
single lens can’t satisfy all home
theatre environments and screen
sizes.
The throw ratio needs to be considered to determine if a given
projector will produce a desired
image size in your room. A projector’s throw ratio is deﬁned as the
distance (D) from the lens to the
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screen divided by the horizontal higher-end projectors.
width (W) of the projected image.
Projectors which use a convenSince projectors have zoom lenses, tional lamp typically have a lamp
the distance in the throw ratio is life of between 2000-4000 hours.
expressed as a range. For example, This spec is actually the lamp’s
let’s take a projector with a throw ‘half-life.’ The half-life is the point
ratio of 2.0 - 2.4:1. To achieve a 6 where the lamp is half as bright as
foot wide image, the projector will it was new. The lamp will still work
have to be placed at a distance of 12 at its half-life, but it will continue
feet (6*2) to 14.4 feet (6*2.4) away to gradually lose brightness. Lonfrom the screen.
ger lamp life means less expense in
Some higher-end projectors come maintaining your projector.
with a ﬁxed lens (which doesn’t ofIf you’ll be picking up a projector
fer any zoom adjustment) but offer with a conventional lamp, keep in
superior optics. Some of the most mind that the lamp will have to be
advanced models also offer an ana- replaced depending on how often
morphic lens option with a motor- you use the projector and replaceized sled but this alone can cost ment lamps are not cheap – most
several thousand dollars.
run from $300 to $450.
Lamp Technology and Lamp
Life
An increasing number of projectors
are now available with an LED light
source, instead of the conventional
lamp that’s been used in projectors
for years now. This offers a number
of signiﬁcant advantages. First, the
LED light source offers a far longer
life (upwards of 60,000 hours) and
hence does not need to be replaced
during the life of the projector. Secondly, the light output and colour
do not change over time. Since
LEDs can brighten and dim very
quickly, they eliminate the need for
a dynamic iris. And in single-chip
DLP projectors, since LEDs can
sequentially cycle on and off faster
than colour ﬁlters can move into
and out of place, there is no need
for a colour wheel - hence you don’t
have to worry about the rainbow artifact. Last but not least, projectors
that use an LED light source are
much greener than traditional projectors because they consume much
less power and generate substantially less heat. The one disadvantage
of the LED light source is its rather
limited light output, which may be
an issue on large screens and in
rooms that have some ambient light.
Of course, as you would expect,
these advantages do come at a price
and are currently available only in

Video Inputs
HDMI is the standard video input now found in all home theatre
projectors but pretty well all models offer legacy connections such
as component video, S-video and
composite video. The latest models offer a 3D-capable HDMI input.
Many models also offer a VGA input for connecting a computer.
A projector with an HDMI input
will allow you to achieve the best
quality picture with the highest
(1080p) resolution. The latest models are capable of displaying 24 fps
signals via HDMI. Most Blu-ray
titles offer the 24 fps rate and produce a smoother, ﬁlm-like picture
when paired with a 24 fps projector. A number of different versions
of the HDMI connection currently
exist which causes a lot of confusion. If you would like to learn
about the different HDMi versions
please read our “Making the HDMI
Connection” feature at www.canadahiﬁ.com.
How many video inputs should
a projector have? In practice, a
single HDMI input is enough for
most home theatres. That’s because
all of the video sources are usually
plugged into an A/V receiver and
then sent by a single HDMI cable
to the projector. The only exception is if you also want to connect a
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Epson PowerLite Pro Cinema 9700UB Home Theatre Projector
computer to the projector. In this case, the
projector will need to have a VGA input
since A/V receivers do not offer this type
of input.
Setup Adjustments
Entry-level projectors usually have manual zoom and focus adjustments. More
expensive models offer electronic zoom
and focus, accessible via the remote control. Some projectors also come with a
lens shift feature which allows the lens to
move horizontally or vertically within the
projector housing. This is a very handy
feature that will allow much greater leeway in the placement of a projector in
your room. Again, lens shift comes available in manual or electronic versions.
Some projectors offer keystone correction
in place of a lens shift. This is essentially
a digital way of achieving a lens shift, by
means of digitally altering the image before it reaches the projection lens. However, since keystone correction usually
slightly distorts the image, lens shift is a
preferred feature.
Calibration Adjustments
Projectors that offer extensive picture
controls can have their picture dialed in
to produce a very natural looking, accurate picture. Most projectors offer presets
for the colour space, colour gamut, colour
temperature and gamma. But if you want
to achieve the best possible picture from
a projector, buy one that offers a Colour
Management System (CMS) – a system
which a professional ISF calibrator can
tweak to produce the most accurate picture.
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Video Processing
A quality video processor will vastly improve the look of 1080i material from HD
channels and Blu-ray discs (recorded at
1080i). When a 1080p projector is fed a
1080i signal, the signal has to be properly
de-interlaced by the video processor. A
quality projector should also properly detect and compensate for 3:2 pulldown in
ﬁlm-based 1080i material. All of this also
holds true for 480i content that’s sent to the
projector. Some projector manufacturers
use third-party video processors in their
projectors, other manufacturers design
their own processors. Video processing
between projectors can vary substantially
and is best judged by reading professional
projector reviews.
Read Reviews
Projectors are not as easy to demo as TVs
and hence you are unlikely to be able to
play with a projector in the store. Reading
reviews of projectors can go a long way
to making an informed choice before buying.
Projection Screens
In most home theatre applications, a permanent screen solution is used. Manual
pull-and-release screens will protect the
screen from being damaged by crayontoting children, pets, and over-refreshed
guests. This type of solution will allow the
screen to be lowered to the desired height
and locked into place. Manual wall and
ceiling screens can be neatly rolled out of
the way when not in use. And they are the

most cost-effective solution.
How about an electric screen that disappears into the ceiling at the touch of a button? They certainly require less effort to
open and close than manual screens. They
also give your home theatre a cleaner look.
But the extra convenience does come with
an added cost. Electric screens are available in ceiling-recessed, external ceiling
hung, wall-mounted, or ascending ﬂoor
models. However, because they require
a power source, electric screens require
more thought, planning, and care to install.
Or perhaps you envision a ﬁxed-frame
screen, beautifully framed and permanently mounted on your home theatre
wall? Screen fabric is then stretched and
installed on-site.
For best results, the screen size should
occupy a minimum of a 30 degree ﬁeldof-view for the audience. The rule of
thumb is to use a screen width that is approximately one-half the distance from
the screen to the viewing position.
Once you’ve selected a preferred type of
screen, you’ll have to consider the screen
gain speciﬁcation. Screen gain is a measure of how reﬂective the screen material
is, or in other words, how much light the
screen reﬂects back into the room and to
your eyes. Most home theatre screens
offer a gain of 0.8, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2 or 1.3.
Higher gain screens also exist. Generally, a higher gain screen should appear
brighter than a lower gain screen (at least
from the same manufacturer). If you’ll be
watching your projector in a dark room, a
lower gain screen is the best choice. Lower gain screens typically have less off-axis
viewing irregularities and simply produce
a better looking picture. Screens with a
gain of 1.0 or 1.1 tend to be popular choices for home theatre enthusiasts. A higher
gain screen is necessary only if you’ll be
watching the projector with some ambient
light in the room.
Acoustically transparent screens are
available if you choose to place your
speakers behind the screen.
Some screens are also available with
black masking borders that enhance the
perceived brightness of an image on a
screen. The image appears to have more
contrast and a sharper picture with brighter colors when framed by a black border.
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Understanding The Pros and Cons of Ribbon Tweeters

Alvin Gold
Loudspeakers divide their output into fre- of high frequency Watts goes much furquency bands. Typically they will have ther than a similar number of Watts at low
one or more large drive units to cover frequencies, partly due to the way the ears
the low (bass) frequencies, and a single and brain perceive sound. But tweeters do
smaller unit to reproduce the treble. There need to be very agile. They must be able
are variations of course, for example there to start and stop quickly so they can mirror
may be an additional dedicated drive unit the subtle micro-architecture of the changto reproduce middle frequencies, but it is ing musical waveform, and it is this speed
important to understand that more may not that helps deﬁne their ability to cover the
necessarily mean better as any theoretical high frequency region effectively.
Most tweeters end up looking at least suadvantages are likely to be outweighed by
the additional complication. But the idea perﬁcially like miniature bass drivers but
of specialisation, using a combination of usually with a dome shaped diaphragm,
drive units, each dedicated to a particular typically 1inch/25mm in diameter instead
band of frequencies, is common to virtu- of a cone. The reason for domes is that the
shape is inherently stiff without the need
ally all loudspeakers at all price levels.
The reasons why speakers are designed to add heavy reinforcement. Any unnecthis way are straightforward enough. Low essary mass really is the enemy here, as
frequencies need drive units capable of it will damp down acceleration and decelmoving plenty of air, which means driv- eration as the diaphragm attempts to folers with large area diaphragms with lots low the rapidly changing signal waveform.
of fore-aft travel in their suspensions to Another factor here is that most domes can
pump the air, and hefty magnets to pro- be simply stamped out using a suitable
machine tool, which is the key to making
vide the motive force.
Tweeters have different physical character- them easy and cheap to manufacture. The
istics, though the fundamentals are similar. diaphragms may be made of woven fabThey don’t need to pump much air as the ric or silk (or even fabric incorrectly derules for electro-acoustic efﬁciency stack scribed as silk – it happens). Sometimes
up in a different way. A very small number the diaphragms have a surface coating to
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add stiffness or damping, and sometimes
they also come with ferroﬂuid Iron ﬁlings
suspended in ﬂuid injected into the magnetic gap to help damp the assembly or
help with heat dissipation. Other designs
use much harder, stiffer diaphragms, often
stamped from aluminium – and sometimes more exotic materials, even in a few
celebrated cases, synthetic (vapour deposited) diamond or beryllium. But although
these are some of the hardest materials
available, even they have disadvantages.
They’re relatively fragile and heavy, and
beryllium in particular has environmental
issues. Oh yes, and they’re extremely expensive to fabricate. Vapour deposition of
diamond is a tricky procedure even for the
best equipped producer.
Ribbon tweeters are quite different.
Rather than using a dome radiating element, and a traditional magnet system
(and associated voice coil attached to
the edge of the dome, which is the other
half of the motor system), ribbon drivers use an ultra-thin ﬂat diaphragm, typically made from a thin aluminium foil, or
constructed as a metalized polymer ﬁlm,
though this type of tweeter is perhaps better described as a quasi-ribbon. Magnepan
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ribbontweeters
make very effective use of just
such a design in their panel designs. Ribbons may weigh as
little as one-tenth of a tweeter
dome, so they’re incredibly
light and responsive, but unlike domes, ribbons have virtually no intrinsic structural stiffness of their own, as they are
driven evenly over their whole
surface and move in response
to an adjacent magnet system.
Domes, even costly ones, can
suffer from structural breakup
resonances or rocking motions
on their suspensions under dynamic conditions.
Ribbon Tweeter Pros
Ribbons have a thoroughly
deserved reputation for being special. Their low moving
mass and evenly spread drive
over their whole surface means
they have a potentially ultrafast transient response, so if
detail resolution and delicacy
are your main priorities, ribbons could be just what you’re
looking for. Ribbons respond
to the most subtle waveforms,
and to the highest frequencies,
including those above 50 kHz
that are the special preserve
of high resolution formats like
DVD-Audio and SACD. They
can easily cope with the subtle
ultra-high harmonics that lie
above the main part of the audio band, and which add some
of the air and sense of space
you will hear from a really ﬁne
The Monitor Audio Platinum PL200 speakers use the company’s proprietary
recording. Domes on the other
Platinum C-CAM ribbon transducer.
hand need a suspension to
work, which introduces a hard
well behaved when controlled by their sorbed by soft ﬂoor coverings), while the
to control compliant mass to
broad, even horizontal dispersion gives a
the system, and this inevitably introduces magnet.
Even the shape of the ribbon inﬂuences wide sweet spot which is good for househigh frequency resonances which under
the sound. The ribbons themselves are holds with multiple listeners. Another plus
the right circumstances may be audible.
generally
narrow and tall, which gives point with speakers equipped with ribbon
Domes have a signiﬁcant mass – often
them
wide
lateral dispersion and very lim- tweeters is that they tend to sound predictaround half a gram – and they need a
ited
vertical
dispersion (due to cancella- able and consistent from room to room.
suspension to work, and they may have
tion).
Narrow
vertical dispersion is often
ferroﬂuid injected into the voice coil gap,
beneﬁ
cial
as
it
reduces muddling ceiling Ribbon Tweeter Cons
and these things add additional compliant mass to the system, which is not ideal. reﬂections (reﬂections from the ﬂoor are
Ribbons are essentially undamped, and not usually an issue as they will be ab- The ribbons themselves have character-
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ribbontweeters
istically low impedance, which can be hard to
couple to the system ampliﬁer. The usual solution is to use a matching transformer, increasing
cost and complexity.
The way ribbon tweeters work demands unusual precision in their manufacturer. The coupling
transformer for example will have very few
secondary windings, in some cases as few as
ﬁve, so even minor variations in the way they
are assembled can have a disproportionate effect on their audio behaviour.
Ribbons don’t lend themselves naturally to
production line automation – another reason
for their high cost. There are some reasonable
low cost ribbon tweeters of Chinese manufacture, but even cheap ribbons are expensive in
everyday terms. In addition the overall design
of ribbons tends to be complex for the reasons
given earlier, and sound quality is not necessarily an improvement over conventional designs
– though the best of breed do inject a touch of
magic into the sound that is hard to ﬁnd elsewhere.
Ribbons don’t respond particularly well in
the middle frequency region because they don’t
usually work well at their lower frequency limits, where dome tweeters are still on song. As
a result the majority of speakers with ribbon
tweeters are three way systems, meaning that
they include a dedicated midrange driver. There
are hidden traps for the unwary here too, as the
dispersion of midrange drivers near their high
frequency limits tend to become very directional and may not work well where they overlap with the ribbon’s output. Very few ribbon
tweeters will work down below 2.5 kHz, and
one consequence is that crossover designers are
forced to use high order ﬁlters in their crossover
networks which can be problematic.
Scandinavian manufacturer Dali has gone
to the extent of designing a novel twin driver
tweeter assembly, which includes a moving
coil midrange unit combined with a high frequency ribbon sharing a single faceplate. There
are some good two-way ribbons, an example of
which is the Monitor Audio PL100, but they’re
few and far between.
The bottom line here is that ribbons tweeters
are no panacea for the limitations of alternative
dome based technologies. They offer some real
musical beneﬁts, but equally they introduce
problems of their own. The ribbons themselves
are necessarily very light and as a result this
means they tend to be both fragile and very expensive, though it is usually possible to rebuild
a ‘blown’ ribbon.
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sidebar
Alternative tweeter types
The main feature concentrated on how ribbon tweeters differ from the
most familiar paradigm for modern tweeters, the moving coil/dome based
unit, but there are quite a few other types of tweeters, including (but not
limited to) the following:
Coaxial
Coaxial tweeters (e.g. KEF’s Uni-Q & Tannoy Dual Concentric). These
speakers position a moving coil tweeter at the back of the cone, which
means there is a single acoustic centre, with all sounds appearing to come
from a single point in space.
Pros: Improved stereo imagery, better performance and integration for off
axis listeners.
Cons: Can be difﬁcult to eliminate midrange colourations due to the complex audio waveguide required.
Electrostatic
An electrostatic tweeter uses a miniature version of a full range electrostatic drive unit. The diaphragm is a thin polymer ﬁlm with a high
resistance conductive coating which is driven by electrically charged
perforated plates in front of and behind the diaphragm.
Pros: The best of breed offer ﬁnely detailed, low amplitude and low phase
distortion, phase coherent sound.
Cons: Step up transformer and power supply required, low sensitivity (for
domestic designs), so these speakers tend to be relatively complex and
expensive.
Planar magnetic
Planar magnetic tweeters share some points of similarity to true ribbons
but use imprinted polymer or PET ﬁlm diaphragms.
Pros: Relatively simple and cheap, easy ampliﬁer loading.
Cons: Performance no match for true ribbons.
Horn
Horns (which you can model by speaking through cupped open hands) are
often used in PA applications, and sometimes in combination with other
technologies, including ribbons. The horn modiﬁes the directional response, and usually increases efﬁciency which is useful as power handling
is often at a premium with tweeters.
Pros: Helps where power handling is limited, which accounts for their
popularity in PA and professional applications.
Cons: Sound quality tends to be unreﬁned, and colouration levels are
often high, though there are some honourable exceptions (e.g. Triangle).
Plasma
An electrically ionised gas, shaped as a small sphere, which is modulated
by an electrical ﬁeld to produce sound.
Pros: Extremely reﬁned and detailed sound, similar to ribbons, but arguably better still.
Cons: Very complex and expensive, output limited in level, and frequency
coverage (with very restricted low frequency output). Also potentially
hazardous due to the generation of low levels of poisonous ozone.
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The Importance of Black and White of a Video Display
Why is the proper reproduction of blacks and whites so important in video?
Michael Osadciw
If you have been following
my articles in the CANADA
HiFi magazine, you will
have learned some basic
steps to achieving good and
accurate video in a viewing environment. If you’ve
missed any of my previous
video discussions, you can
check them out in the Video
Features section on www.
canadahiﬁ.com. Many of
the suggestions previously
mentioned just scratch the
surface of each topic without customizing for every
reader’s room at home, because as we all know, no two
viewing environments are
the same. I deﬁne custom as
“bending the rules” knowing
that not all viewing environments will ever be what the
professional world refers to
as “reference”. While some
purists will snarl at me for
up at factory to appear extremely bright
saying this, “reference” enon
a sales ﬂoor. This ensures that the TV
vironments aren’t always practical in an
average home. But knowing how to fol- will compete with the massive amount of
low the rules of good video within a non- ﬂuorescent lighting in the retail environreference environment is vitally important ment. Black levels of the video signal
to achieve an accurate and pleasing pic- are brought down so low to the point of
ture. Are you mostly a daytime viewer crushing most details in the darkest part of
with regular visits from the sun? Do you the picture. White levels force the digital
prefer to watch movies with some lights circuitry into clipping to give the impreson? Did the interior decorator insist on sion of a highly bright image. From an accanary yellow painted walls with a dash of curacy standpoint the image is destroyed,
tropical blue? Whether you are calibrat- but that’s not their point. Their focus is on
ing a projector and screen combination, an the extreme ends of black and white and
LCD TV or a plasma TV, the attention to knowing that these extremes make attracnon-reference details needs to be consid- tive pictures and sell the most TVs. So,
ered. If we consider the two of the most are TV manufacturers on to something?
important aspects of video – black and Are their settings right for their purpose,
white – to any room environment, we are or could a bright image be achieved withguaranteed to be further along the path to out destroying so much detail? How does
achieving a good picture and usable con- this affect the picture quality when the TV
is brought into our home? Do their settrast ratio.
By now most readers know that picture tings apply or do we need to consider the
controls on TVs are intentionally cranked room at home? Manufacturers aren’t in
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the dark about what sells, so let’s explore
what they are doing and how we can take
a better and less compromising approach
at home.
Manufacturers know their TVs need
to compete with these bright retail viewing environments. They’ll set their TVs
bright from the factory just to stay competitive with room lighting and other
televisions. A TV not set up for the retail room won’t look good or sell; the
reason being the wrong choice for black
and white levels, commonly known as
the contrast and brightness controls. So
the TVs need to be set accordingly to the
bright room lighting, but this comes with
many compromises to image accuracy.
To achieve the brightest picture, the TV
can be forced into clipping white. What
this means is that the ﬁnest gradations of
white in the video signal are lost making
only one shade of white, but just more of
it. More white on the screen translates to
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blackandwhiteinvideo
a brighter picture because there are more
bright sections than what is intended, but
the compromise is a severe loss of white
detail. If we look at the gentleman’s shirt
in Figure 1a sourced from the Monster/ISF
HDTV Calibration Wizard DVD, we can
see very little detail in the shades of white,
especially in the centre. There are a few
dark streaks in the shirt, but for the most
part, the shirt is almost all white. In Figure 1b, using a test pattern with gray steps
increasing in intensity conﬁrms the video
display is clipping the brightest whites as
demonstrated in two of the brightest bars
combined as one white. Each rectangular step should be the same width, but the
last one is twice the size because a step in
gradation has been lost to clipping. I’ve
encountered some video displays that clip
many more than two bars, so much so
that this man’s shirt is 100 percent white.
That’s a lot of missing detail!

story. Ever hear people say “I don’t like
that movie because the picture is too dark
and I can’t see what’s going on!” I hate to
break it to you, but it’s not the movie!
By forcing the extreme ends of the video
signal into clipping and crushing, the TV
appears to have a huge contrast ratio over
other TVs that haven’t been pushed to the
same extremes. These black and white
video settings are very important to TV
manufacturers to convince you to open
your wallet. But wait! A few more tricks
can be made to squeeze out more brightness for increased perceived contrast: a
cool colour temperature setting adds blue
to the colour of white and the display’s
gamma is also lowered to brighten up most
of the video range except for the lowest
black. Both of these tricks work well on
a sales ﬂoor but destroy video quality further. Both are also complex topics that are
worth discussing in a future article.

ray of other pro-contrast settings turned
on. These settings are designed for sales
ﬂoors, sports bars, and rooms ﬁlled with
direct sunlight such as airports. In these
cases where rooms are ﬁlled with light,
bright is better when no regards to image
ﬁdelity is desired. But you don’t live in a
sports bar. You don’t fall asleep watching
the news on a sales ﬂoor. And you certainly don’t watch your movies in an airport.
But why are you simulating it? By leaving the TV in these settings, people are
watching their everyday video as if they
are watching it at those locations. These
black and white levels are wrong for home
viewing in terms of intensity (how much
light the TV is outputting) and black level
by not considering the actual light in their
room and how it relates to the detail on
the screen.
The importance of correct black and
white levels cannot be stressed enough

Figure 1a: Clipped white level - look at the person’s shirt.
Figure 1b: Clipped white level shown in the test pattern.
The test patterns above can be found on the Monster/ISF HDTV Calibration Wizard DVD from Monster Cable Products.
We can evaluate the darkest blacks a simiSo you’ve found a TV with an ultra high
lar way. The same test pattern can be used contrast ratio. You gently unwrap it from
to verify a crushed black level with the its packaging and place it in your room.
darkest two bars combined as one. When The ﬁrst thing you want to do is turn it on
watching real program material, this trans- and start watching. After all, that’s what
lates to a loss in detail in the dark parts of you bought the TV for, right? Once you
the picture. A crushed black makes our get past the initial setup, you may notice
friend in the shirt look as if he has black that all is not right after about 20 minutes
eyebrows and hair, with no differentiation of viewing. Your eyes begin to hurt as
between strands and colour. If you watch they feel strained by the constant brighta lot of movies that take place at night dark-bright-dark change. This will be
or even when trying to see details in dark noticeably ampliﬁed if you watch TV in
clothing, it will look darker than it should a dark room with dark surroundings. You
and make it forever impossible to see are most likely watching it in one of the
those details. Most people will have a dif- presets commonly labelled as “Optimum”,
ﬁcult time seeing what’s happening in the “Sports” or “Dynamic” that feature an ar-
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for home viewing. In the home, we don’t
need to make compromises to such extreme measures because the demand to do
so is rarely there, but some may still need
to be made. What we need to determine is
the usable contrast ratio, taking the room
into consideration. This is where I refer
back to how not all living rooms are ideal
for reference viewing, but we can get very
close.
The worst situation would be when
watching TV with more than the average
sunlight in the room. The white level of
the TV needs to be high enough to compete with it and the black level needs to
be raised so that details in the dark parts
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blackandwhiteinvideo
watch and enjoy? The once “best” TV in see far more detail in his shirt, with many
the store is now the worst TV in the world restored gradations and image details. His
because it hurts just to watch it. How do eyebrows have noticeably more colours to
we solve this? Thankfully, some people them and the strands in the hair stand out
have done research for us already to guide much more.
consumers in choosing more correct white
We can conﬁrm this with a test pattern
and black level settings in darker envi- in Figure 3b where we can see the gray
ronments. Most TVs include a MOVIE, steps restored at the top and bottom of the
PURE, or THX preset mode that has re- range. Our HDTV system is capable of
duced light for dark room environments. delivering so much detail and yet so few
I will say that I do *not* recommend leav- people are actually taking advantage of
ing these presets in their default values, as their TV’s imaging capabilities.
most of these modes are still too dark for
Room lighting gives a purpose for difmost living rooms measuring somewhere ferent black and white level settings, but
in the area of 20-25 fL. Remember, living one must be cognizant when to use differrooms are not reference viewing rooms to ent settings and how to use the controls.
which these settings are designed towards, You don’t want your TV to be set up like
but they are excellent starting points and it should be in an airport, do you? This
generally offer all the controls needed to methodology applies to both projection
set up the TV correctly. With the help of a images and ﬂat panel displays. As wonset up disc at the minimum, a user can set derful as it would be if everyone could
the black and white lev- have a dedicated and dark reference viewels correctly according to ing room, it’s recognized as not ideal for
their viewing room habits. most people, even for the ones who care
With the help of measure- the most about preserving the artistic inment instruments, I rec- tent of their favourite ﬁlms in their homes.
ommend setting the refer- Whether you are someone who just wants
ence white level between to kick back, relax and get the most out
35-40 fL for very dark of your TV or a video purist, setting the
rooms, and 40-45 fL for white and black level correctly to your
rooms with moderate to room environment is an absolute must to
average lighting, provid- see the most detail, the best contrast ratio
ing that clipping doesn’t and to enjoy a good picture without eye
happen ﬁrst.
fatigue.
Let’s take a ﬁnal look
at our friend in the white Mike Osadciw is a THX/ISF Professional
Figure 2: Test pattern used to set black level when conshirt in Figure 3a. Once Video Calibrator with The Highest
the white level and black Fidelity - (905) 730-5996,
sidering room lighting. This test pattern is part of the
level
controls have been www.thehighestfidelity.com
THX Optimizer, a feature which can be found on numerset correctly, we can now
ous movie discs.

of the picture (the darker shaded areas in
Figure 2) can be seen without making the
picture look washed out in the black background. These black and white levels are
often calibrated to the “DAY” settings on
the TV offered by ISF and THX picture
modes. They allow the set to be calibrated
brighter than normal to compete with the
ambient light, but still have the rest of the
picture’s correlated colour temperature
set to D65 and colours set to HDTV standards. All does not need to be lost when
calibrating for a bright room.
In most cases, TVs are watched when
there is little to no sunlight in the evening
hours, to a modest lamp, or in complete
darkness. This is when usable contrast ratio really comes into importance. When
I referred to the TV sold with the biggest
contrast ratio, what good is a contrast ratio that large when it’s uncomfortable to

Figure 3a: Restored white level - look at the person’s shirt.
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Figure 3b: Restored white level shown in the thest pattern.
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Getting Good Bass In Your Home Theatre
Subwoofer Placement Tips

Pictured above: Totem’s Storm subwoofer and Paradigm’s SUB 12 subwoofer.

Shamus Coghlan
So you bought yourself a gorgeous ﬂat offer some additional ideas previously not
panel TV, set it up with a Blu-ray player covered.
Just how important is good bass? Low
and began watching a blockbuster movie
like The Dark Knight. If you’re a regular frequencies are fundamental to proper rereader of CANADA HiFi then I’ll assume production of both music and movies. In
that you’ve adjusted the picture controls music, the low octaves contain informaof your TV with at least the help of a video tion from instruments such as a double
calibration disc and now you’ve got pleas- bass, electric bass, kick drum, a baritone
ing visuals on your big screen. But you saxophone or even a pipe organ. Movquickly realized that something isn’t quite ies, in addition to their music scores, ofright. The sound emanating from the fer even more low frequency information
TV is thin and seriously lacking in qual- – think of car engines, airplanes, gunﬁre,
ity. And what in the world happened to explosions and other various effects.
all the bass that you recall from the movie Imagine listening to Pink Floyd’s “Time”
theatre?
and not hearing the deep, articulate bass
Most people know that video is only half line which deﬁnes the song. Or imagine
of the equation. To complete the home watching a movie like Avatar and hearing
theatre experience you need to outﬁt your boomy bass that hurts your ears.
Achieving a good, even bass response
room with decent speakers and what’s
more – you need to set them up correctly.
in all or most of the seating positions in
In an earlier issue of CANADA HiFi your home theatre may take a little bit of
we shared some great tips on how to place effort but ﬁnding the optimal subwoofer
each of the speakers in a home theatre sys- placement will substantially enhance the
tem to achieve ideal performance. This enjoyment of your home theatre.
article, entitled “Improve the Sound in
Your Home Theatre“, can now be read in Standing Waves
the Audio Features section on www.canadahiﬁ.com. In this issue I will focus ex- The long wavelengths of bass generated
clusively on the subwoofer placement and by a subwoofer interact with the walls in
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your listening room, and depending on
the dimensions of the room and where
you are sitting, they reﬂect back and forth
length-wise and cross-wise, creating big
peaks of bass energy and valleys or nulls
of no energy. These peaks and valleys are
called standing waves because they don’t
change unless you change the physical dimensions of the room and the frequency
of the bass tones. The goal of ﬁnding the
best subwoofer placement is to defeat or
minimize the intensity of the peaks and
smooth out the levels of the nulls.
Placement Tips
Like any other speaker, the subwoofer
interacts with the walls and the furniture
in the room and hence no subwoofer will
sound the same in two different rooms.
However, unlike all other speakers, there
is no ﬁxed, recommended placement position for the subwoofer. That’s because low
frequency sounds are non-directional. In
a properly set up home theatre, your ears
should not be able to detect which direction the bass is coming from. If you can
tell where the bass is coming from, your
subwoofer level is set too high.
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subwooferplacement
So what’s a good place to start? First,
you should know that bass output will get
stronger as you move the subwoofer towards a wall. In fact, moving a subwoofer
near the corner of the room will maximize
its output and enhance the overall bass response. At the same time, placing the subwoofer too close to a wall or corner may
result in a less controlled bass response.
Hence, to determine the best subwoofer
placement you’ll have to ﬁnd a good compromise between the amount of bass and
the quality of bass.
On a side note, you might be interested
to know that because of how a subwoofer
couples with the dimensions of your room,
you would have to sit in the corner diagonally opposite the subwoofer to hear the
full impact of this subwoofer placement.
And of course that’s not very practical.
If your room allows, experiment with
the placement of the couch - you will ﬁnd
that as the distance from your TV changes,
so will the amount of bass energy that
reaches your ears. Generally, the closer
you sit to a wall, the more sound pressure
will arrive at your ears and hence you will
hear bass with a greater intensity. However bass will also be uneven as you move
along the wall – it will alternate between
boomy and weak.

same. Once you’ve found it, move the
subwoofer to that spot and verify that the
subwoofer sounds good in your listening
area.
The Dual Subwoofer Solution

Acoustic Treatments
Further improvements to a subwoofer’s
performance can be achieved with acoustic treatment. Start by placing a bass trap
in the corner closest to the subwoofer.
Then bring another bass trap home and
experiment with its location in different
corners of the room. Keep adding bass
traps and acoustic treatments until someone stops you. If no one stops you, stop
yourself if your room starts sounding a little too acoustically dead. You don’t want
to turn your home theatre into an anechoic
chamber, which is what too much acoustic
treatment will result in.

Large rooms, common in suburban homes,
have a nasty tendency to really consume
bass. The best solution to this is to use
two subwoofers which will generate
enough sound pressure to ﬁll the room.
But this solution has another advantage
from which smaller rooms will also beneﬁt, if the space permits of course. Using two subwoofers helps to distribute the
bass frequencies more evenly throughout
the room. Hence you will beneﬁt from a Subwoofer Calibration Systems
better bass performance in more seating
All modern AV receivers offer an autopositions in your room.
When using two subwoofers, it is rec- matic speaker setup and room correction
ommended that they are placed in diago- system to reduce problems with acoustics
nally opposite corners of the room. The in a given room. These systems can go a
front subwoofer’s phase should be set to long way to improving the overall sound
0, while the rear one’s should be dialed in the listening room, although most do
in to 180. If the bass sounds too boomy little to help with the bass response. There
with the subwoofers in the corners, try is however one company which focuses
moving them away from the corners. If on achieving a better bass response more
this doesn’t help, try setting them up in the than others – that company being Anthem.
middle of the front and rear walls, or in Its Anthem Room Correction (ARC) system, found in the company’s AV receivers
the middle of the left and right walls.
and pre/pros, is capable of signiﬁcantly
ﬂattening out the bass response in mul“The Subwoofer Crawl”
Adjust the Subwoofer Level
tiple listening spots. Those who desire
Subwoofers are large, heavy and cumber- It is important to set the right volume level an even higher level of bass performance
some to move. It can take a lot of effort so that the subwoofer blends well with the in their home theatre should take a look
to move the subwoofer, then go to couch rest of the speakers. The goal is to ﬁnd a at Anthem’s Perfect Bass Kit (PBK), a
to evaluate the sound, then move the volume level that works equally well with sophisticated system which analyzes the
subwoofer again and repeat this process both movies and music. Start with the subwoofer’s response in multiple posimany times. But there is a much simpler volume dial in its mid-way position and tions in your room, then sets the correct
method.
listen to some bass heavy CDs and movie equalization parameters to attain optimal
The easiest way to ﬁnd a sweet spot for passages. Adjust the volume dial slowly sound. The PBK system works with many
the subwoofer is to reverse the roles. Put up or down until you ﬁnd a balance that Paradigm subwoofer models.
the subwoofer in your listening position. works well. With music, the bass notes
Move the couch and put the subwoofer should play deep without sounding un- The Conclusion
in the area where you would normally sit. naturally loud or overwhelming. With
Then play music with a sustained, deep movies, you’ll know you found the right Of course, it’s unrealistic to think that you
bass line. Movie soundtracks are not rec- balance when you don’t have to reach for can implement all of these suggestions
ommended for this purpose because they the remote every time that the movie goes in your room, unless you have a large,
offer only brief passages of bass. As the from a quiet scene to an action sequence, dedicated home theatre room. The more
music is playing, crawl around the room and vice-versa. It is generally better to set of these tips you apply, the greater of a
with your ears close to the ﬂoor, listening the subwoofer level too low rather than bass you will be rewarded with in your
for the best bass response. Good sound- too high. It is likely that you’ll need to room. If you consider yourself someone
ing bass should be tight, have good weight, make some ﬁner level adjustments in the who enjoys good quality sound, you owe
without sounding overwhelming or boomy, next few days after initially setting up it to yourself to ﬁnd the right spot for your
speakers and the subwoofer.
and should have good articulation, instead your subwoofer.
of playing bass notes which all sound the
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Anthem MRX 500 AV Receiver

Suave Kajko
Anthem has long been considered as the news sent shockwaves through the AV in“dream brand” by many home theatre dustry and home theatre enthusiast combuffs. Its components are the equivalent munities. Would a home theatre enthusiof exotic cars in the home theatre universe, ast with an average budget ﬁnally be able
and for a very good reason - Anthem pro- to afford an Anthem component? But the
duces some of the most respected, high- most pressing question is - are these new
est performance audio video components AV receivers any good?
When the MRX 500 arrived at our headin the world. What’s more is that almost
all Anthem products are made right here quarters, we opened the box with the joy
in the Great White North and that makes of a child opening a box of Lego. A brief
us Canadians very proud. But there is a inspection revealed that the ﬁt, ﬁnish and
small problem. Although many enthusi- build quality appear to be excellent. The
asts aspire to have their home theatres out- design of the front aluminum plate is atﬁtted with Anthem components one day, tractive and will nicely distinguish the
many of us simply don’t have enough dis- Anthem AV receivers from other receiver
posable Loonies in our wallets. Anthem’s brands in the market. All of the front panproduct line-up consists of expensive, el buttons, the multi-way button pad and
high-end components such as AV proces- the large volume dial appear to be of good
sors, ampliﬁers, projectors and a Blu-ray quality.
player. But now there is another more afSo what makes an Anthem AV receiver? All four models offer seven ampliﬁer
fordable option.
In 2010 Anthem announced that the channels powered by a class A/B ampliﬁer.
company will be introducing a line-up Anthem says that a substantial amount of
of three AV receivers, at achievable price time was devoted to designing these ampoints: the MRX 300 ($1,099), MRX 500 pliﬁers, making them cleaner and stronger
($1,649) and MRX 700 ($2,199). The than other AV receivers in the market to-
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day. Each MRX receiver has an extruded
aluminum tunnel for heat-sinking, which
helps continuous 4 ohm output capability
without resorting to an impedance selector
which reduces power output. The features
common to all of the new MRX AV receivers include seven ampliﬁer channels,
the infamous Anthem Room Correction
(ARC) system, HDMI 1.4a (3D compatible) inputs and output, decoding of the
latest audio formats including Dolby
TrueHD, DTS-HD Master Audio and
Dolby Pro Logic IIz, video up-conversion
to 1080p and Dolby Volume. In addition
to these features, the MRX 500 and 700
models also offer music playback from
ﬂash drives or USB hard drives and Internet radio. The biggest difference between
the four models is the power rating. The
MRX 500 is rated at 100 watts per channel. The MRX 500 is smaller than I would
have expected, measuring 17” wide, 13.5”
deep and 6.5” tall, and weighs in at 31.6
lbs.
The MRX 500 offers 4 HDMI inputs
(all 3D capable) as well as 3 component
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and 2 composite video inputs.
Audio inputs include 3 optical, 2 coaxial and 7 stereo
RCA inputs. There are also 2
USB inputs for digital audio
and video. The MRX 500
does not have multi-channel
analogue inputs and does
not decode DSD bitstreams
via HDMI – hence SACD/
universal players will have
to connect to this receiver
via HDMI and perform their
own DSD to PCM conversion. An Ethernet port allows access to Internet radio
while the microphone listens and then the
when connected to a home network.
system determines how to best optimize
The supplied remote offers logically laid the sound in your particular room. Easy
out buttons, however most are the same peasy.
or similar size and shape and none really
The ARC system supplied with all of
stand out by feel, other than the multi- the new Anthem MRX receivers is comdirectional buttons. There is a backlight posed of several pieces: a microphone, a
for all the buttons (hurray!) however the microphone stand, a USB cable, a serial
button which turns on the backlight is not cable and the ARC computer software (for
in the best of spots and does not stand out PC and Mac running Windows emulation).
from the bunch at all. The one thing that Unlike other calibration systems, the ARC
bothers me about the design of the remote requires a computer to perform the caliis the large protrusion in the back, de- bration since it requires much more prosigned to support your index ﬁnger when cessing power than can be achieved by
holding the remote. This works nicely chips built into AV receivers. If you own
when holding the remote but when you a laptop this won’t be a big deal, but if
place the remote on the table, it rocks back you don’t you’ll have to temporarily set
and forth a few times before it comes to a up a desktop computer in the home therest (a bit of an oversight?).
atre. The ARC system requires that you
From a technical standpoint, the most connect the AV receiver to the computer
exciting feature of the new MRX receiv- using the provided serial cable. Howevers is the ARC system, which is the same er, most laptops don’t have a serial port
system that’s found in Anthem’s high-end so you’ll likely need to make a trip to a
components like the AVM 50v/D2v AV local computer store to pick up a USB to
processors. The key difference is that the serial adapter. Anthem recommends using
AV processors have twice the processing the Keyspan (USA-19HS) USB to serial
power of the MRX receivers which allows adapter which can be purchased directly
them to achieve a frequency curve that’s from Anthem for $25, or Anthem dealcloser to the target frequency curve. The ers. Once you’ve got everything conother difference is that correction range in nected, the ARC runs just like any other
AVM 50v/D2v can be manually set up to room calibration system – test tones are
20 kHz whereas for MRX the limit is 5 played on each speaker as the microphone
kHz.
is repositioned a number of times around
The ARC setup isn’t as simple as the cal- the room and then the system adjusts the
ibration systems implemented in other AV frequency curve for each speaker in the
receivers but it isn’t terribly complicated attempt to provide the ﬂattest response.
either. I suppose the question is – is the With ﬁve microphone locations, the ARC
extra effort worth it? The vast majority of took about 20 minutes to run. Some users
AV receivers on the market come supplied may ﬁnd the documentation supplied with
with a microphone which plugs directly the ARC system a little insufﬁcient, while
into the receiver. The receiver plays a others may require the help of someone
series of test tones through each speaker who’s computer savvy.
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What I did like about the ARC is that
unlike most other calibration systems,
this one displays a frequency response
graph (frequency vs. amplitude) for each
speaker. Each graph has three frequency
responses plotted on it: measured, target
and calculated (by the ARC). Hence the
graphs allow you to visualize how each
speaker originally performs in your room,
what the target frequency response should
be and how it is modiﬁed by the ARC system. That’s wonderful!
During this review, the MRX 500 was
connected to the Sinclair Audio Brighton
speakers which I just ﬁnished reviewing
for the Feb/Mar 2011 issue of CANADA
HiFi. Following the ARC calibration I listened to a few stereo CDs and found the
MRX 500 to offer an excellent audio performance with a soundstage that was large
and had great deﬁnition. However, I saved
all of my detailed note-making for a couple of multi-channel albums: the Rolling
Stones “Shine a Light” on Blu-ray and the
Dire Straits “Brothers In Arms” SACD. It
didn’t take very long for me to pick up on
the characteristics of the MRX 500 - the
sound was highly detailed with a touch of
warmth and a perfectly clean background.
Keith Richards playing the 12 string guitar
on “As Tears Go By” sounded delightfully
real, as if someone was playing it right in
front of me. My ears could easily pick
up the sound of each string as the guitar
pick hit it yet all the strings put together
played in perfect harmony. Mick Jagger’s
voice played cleanly in the centre channel
and the MRX 500 ensured that all the tiniest nuances of his voice arrived at my
ears. The rear channels in the meantime,
accompanied the live performance with a
well balanced enthusiasm of the audience
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– they were audible throughout the song
but never overwhelming. Livelier tracks
like “Some Girls” and “Start Me Up” had
no trouble with the dynamics even when I
pumped up the volume all the way up to
0 dB. I don’t normally listen to anything
this loud because it just makes my ears
tired very quickly but somehow the MRX
500 wasn’t bothering me at this rather silly
volume level. And even playing this loud,
it sounded like the ampliﬁer section still
had lots of headroom.
The ﬁrst track “So Far Away” on the
Dire Straits: Brothers In Arms SACD
simply sent chills through my body. The
MRX 500 provided a rich, melodic music experience, all in a perfectly balanced
soundﬁeld. The synthesizer effects in
the intro to “Money For Nothing” swept
across from the front to the rear of the
soundstage seamlessly, placing me in the
middle of an imaginary landscape.
After listening to these two discs, I concluded that the ARC system produced the
most balanced sound that I’ve heard in my
room to date. The ﬂattening of the frequency response in each channel resulted
in a very accurate, smooth sound from
every speaker. Was the ARC calibration
worth the extra effort then? I’ve been
turned into a believer.
I listened to a few more discs because
I didn’t want to jump to conclusion too
quickly. Regardless of what I threw at the
MRX 500, it never failed to deliver a wonderfully musical, highly involving sound.
I have never had the opportunity for an
extended listening session with any of
the high-end Anthem separates in the past
(due to their rather high price points) but I
have no doubt that these new receivers utilize some of the lessons learned from their
designs. There are many other tests that I
will be putting this receiver through, but at
this point in the game, I’m tempted to say
that this is possibly the best sounding AV
receiver I’ve heard at the sub-$2000 price
point yet. Stay tuned for more comments
as the review progresses.
A couple of days later I returned to
my home theatre and put the MRX 500
through a barrage of sonic tests with a
number of Blu-ray movies, starting with
Sherlock Holmes which features a DTSHD Master Audio soundtrack. This movie
offers countless challenging scenes for
both the video display and the audio sys-
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tem. In addition to dark, demanding on- ters. These effects together with the MRX
screen visuals, many scenes in this movie 500’s excellent performance combined to
rely on audio to create speciﬁc environ- produce a dark, suspenseful scene. Then
ments. The MRX 500 couldn’t be more in a warfare scene, powerful blasts rocked
effective at producing convincing sonic my room as the English army attempted to
landscapes such as crowded city streets, blow up the gate of the French castle. The
the prison grounds, the circus training bass reached great depths, with excellent
grounds and various indoor scenes. Dur- deﬁnition and control. In the chaos of the
ing all of the outdoor scenes in the city, I battle archers shot arrows which zoomed
was surrounded by character voices, horse seamlessly from channel to channel and
carriages as they travelled along cobble- swords made contact with a metallic cling
stone roads, church bells and animals that resonated through the air. The MRX
among others. The MRX 500 construct- 500 easily handled the dynamics of the
ed an enveloping 360 degree soundstage battle and never came anywhere close to
around me, precisely placing various straining. In fact, regardless of what was
sounds within it. You may be tempted to thrown at the receiver, it always had more
think that the vocals would be lost in all headroom to offer. Yet through all this
these layers of audio coming at me from commotion, the MRX 500 always delivall directions. But this in fact was not the ered a clear, easy to hear dialogue at just
case. Conversations between Holmes and the right volume.
his colleague Watson punched through all
At the end of the day, I can say with
the commotion very clearly in the centre conﬁdence that the Anthem MRX 500 AV
and front channels when required. The receiver is one of the greatest sounding
suspension of disbelief was undeniably receivers that I’ve had the pleasure of bepresent in many scenes thanks to the im- ing entertained by. The on-board Anthem
mersive, well reproduced audio. Every- Room Correction system performed a nothing sounded just as I would expect it to ticeably better job of improving the sound
in real life.
in my room compared to the systems inWhile watching Sherlock Holmes I very tegrated in most, if not all, AV receivers
quickly noticed a difference in the way that I’ve listened to in the past. Its sound
the bass sounded in my room, compared signature leans toward the warmer side,
to what I’m used to hearing. In earlier yet it offers a very dynamic sound that’s
parts of the movie, bass is used in the ﬁlled with rich details. Overall, you might
soundtrack to create suspense in certain be tempted to think that you’re listening
scenes. This bass sounded tighter and to higher-end separates rather than an AV
better deﬁned than I ever recalling hear- receiver – yes, the sound is that good. The
ing it. Explosive action sequences later MRX 500 does not offer as many features
in the ﬁlm conﬁrmed that the ARC cali- as other similarly priced AV receivers
bration system indeed smoothed out the – you won’t ﬁnd a plethora of surround
bass frequency response noticeably in all modes, multi-channel analogue inputs or
four seating positions in my room. This THX certiﬁcation. Instead it completely
improvement in the bass earned the MRX focuses its attention where it matters - on
500 some very high points in my book.
audio performance. The MRX is simply
Robin Hood on Blu-ray, with its well a class act and worthy of being distinmixed DTS-HD Master Audio soundtrack, guished with the CANADA HiFi Editor’s
was another great test for the MRX 500. Choice badge.
From the very moment the Universal and
Image Entertainment movie studio animaquickinfo
tions hit the screen, I knew that I was in
for a treat. The quality and impact of the
audio that accompanied the animations
Anthem Electronics
was just as I’d expect them to sound in
www.anthemav.com
a well calibrated movie theatre. In the
(905) 362-0958
opening scene of the movie, the wind
blew across the soundstage, dry leaves
Anthem MRX 500 AV Receiver
crunched under the thieves’ feet and
Price: $1,649 CAD
horses’ galloping ﬁlled in the lower regis-
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Rega DAC

Phil Gold
Roy Gandy’s Rega Research has a stellar
record of producing ﬁne source components, often combining high performance
with innovative physical design at a relatively modest price point. Many readers
will be familiar with the pioneering Rega
Planar 2 and Planar 3 turntables from the
1970’s (now supplanted by a whole range
of turntables), the ubiquitous Rega tonearms and cartridges, and in the digital
sphere, the Apollo, Saturn and Isis CD
players. Now joining this army of source
components, and building on technology from the current range of CD players,
comes the smart looking new Rega DAC,
priced at an affordable $1095.
A DAC is pretty much a set-it-and-forget
component, unless you are feeding it from
multiple sources. There’s no volume control, remote control, start/stop or any of
that nonsense. It’s usually a fairly small
component and you don’t need much by
way of status panels. What you do need is
a set of suitable inputs and outputs on the
back panel, compatibility with the digital
sources at your disposal, the ability to re-
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ject signal born jitter, a good mechanism
for converting digital signals to analog
and a good analog output section. There’s
lots of competition so you’ll need to excel
in some special way to make much of a
dent in this market. Does the Rega DAC
have what it takes?
The Rega DAC comes with three controls – one to select the active input and
one to select the ﬁlter, plus the obligatory
on/off switch. Generously Rega offers
ﬁve digital inputs and ﬁve ﬁlter options.
It will accept a signal fed through its isolated USB input (FLAC, WAV, ALAC),
two Toslink SPDIF inputs or two 75 ohm
Coaxial inputs. When the input is locked
an LED indicator lights up, otherwise the
output is muted. There are four LEDs to
indicate the frequency of the digital input signal – 32 kHz, 44.1-48 kHz, 88.2Filter Setting

96 kHz and 176.4-192 kHz. Unbalanced
RCA outputs are offered, but there are no
balanced or headphone outputs. The ﬁlter
selections depend on whether the signal
is low frequency (up to 48 kHz) or high
(88.2 kHz and up). The settings are shown
in the table below.
The observed differences between these
options are quite small, and for most of
my listening I preferred the apodising
minimum phase setting, with linear phase
soft-knee being a close second. These settings seemed to be a little more musically
satisfying than the others. This is not an
up-sampling DAC. It works at whatever
frequency the input signal dictates, and
the sound improves with higher input
frequencies, as you would expect. Opinion is sharply divided on the issue of upsampling – some believe it makes a signif-

Low frequency input

High Frequency input

1

Linear phase half-band

Linear phase soft-knee

2

Minimum phase soft-knee

Minimum phase soft-knee

3

Minimum phase half-band

Linear phase brickwall

4

Linear phase apodising

Minimum phase apodising

5

Minimum phase apodising

Linear phase apodising
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icant difference, other say that cannot
possibly be so. Rega is ﬁrmly in the no
sample rate conversion camp, throughout
its range of digital products.
This DAC does not offer an asynchronous input, a popular feature on many new
DACs trickling down from higher-end
DACs into the mid-price DAC sweet spot.
Perhaps more signiﬁcantly, the USB input
is limited to 32, 44.1 or 48 kHz/16-bit, unlike the other four inputs that can take up
to a full 192/24 signal. I am disappointed
(not just with Rega but with the industry
in general) that there is such a mishmash
of connection standards for DAC inputs.
I would prefer to see USB inputs matching the range of frequencies from the SPDIF inputs, and I’d like to see the option
of BNC connectors and AES/EBU inputs
so I could feed in digital signals from the
NAIM and EMM Labs source components
I have in my component rack. At this price
I would also like to see balanced outputs.
So, some care is needed when you buy a
DAC to make sure it will be plug compatible with the digital source you are planning to use to feed it. Rega has clearly
made the choice here to limit the ﬂexibility of its new DAC (extra ﬂexibility would
cost more) and to concentrate its efforts
instead on getting the best sonic performance for the price. They have selected
very ﬁne components and designed very
stiff power supplies to optimize performance. We’re talking dual Wolfson DACs
(WM8742), high speed rectiﬁer diodes
and high audio grade capacitors. The USB
section, receiver, Phase Locked Loop and
high performance clock each have their
own power supplies, all fed by a heavy
duty low noise toroidal transformer.
The power connector uses a C5 clover
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leaf (or Mickey Mouse) connector, so I
was not able to try the Rega DAC with
the various high-end power cords at my
disposal. More and more components are
switching to this connector which is considerably smaller than the standard power
input. Completing the picture there is also
a coax and optical digital output on the
back panel. The DAC is available in two
different colour schemes, black satin or
silver satin, and both feature a glass panel
over the front face. On my black pre-production sample it was tough reading the
settings due to low contrast, and from the
pictures I’ve seen, the silver unit is much
more legible.
Let me jump ahead of myself and tell
you that based purely on sonics, Rega’s
design team knows exactly what they’re
doing, and if this DAC has the speciﬁcations you need, you’ll be very happy with
the performance, as you would expect
from Rega’s excellent reputation. I was
very hard pressed to differentiate the performance of this DAC fed by the excellent
Meridian G08 CD player from the stellar
analog output of the G08 itself. The G08.2,
today’s equivalent, retails for over $5000
in Canada. Yes the Meridian does throw a
bigger soundstage, has slightly more deﬁnition in the bass and detail in the treble
and is more coherent when there are a lot
of different things going on, but the Rega
is close on all counts, as if the Meridian
had been the reference Rega’s designers
set out to match. When listening to vocals
it was a bit of a mixed bag. Sometimes
the Rega pulled ahead, as it did with Joan
Baez in Diamonds and Rust, where the
Meridian sounded more etched and ultimately less realistic than the Rega. But the
Meridian turned the tables on The Northwest Passage where Stan
Rogers was less chesty
and Garnet Rogers, David Alan Eadie and Chris
Crilley were better located and differentiated
in tone.
So if the Rega DAC is
nipping on the Meridian’s heels, where does
that place it on an absolute level? Well, streets
ahead of almost all comers in the sub $3000 CD
player market and also in

comparison to other DACs in the $750 to
$1200 range. It throws big images, away
from the physical dimensions of the speakers, and it has a warm and yet very dynamic sound, with bold leading edges and
delicate patterns of musical decay. Distortion is never a factor, while the level of
detail is quite high. Above all it passes the
smell test of being fully musical. No digititis here. It is only when you compare it
with far more expensive components such
as the Chord QBD76 DAC ($6495 US) or
the EMM Labs DAC2 ($9500 US) that its
limitations become apparent. These devices reveal much greater depth in the soundstage, greater precision in locating voices
and instruments, more accurate instrumental tone, subterranean bass and open treble,
and effortless dynamics. When you put
all these things together you get a much
more relaxing yet immersive experience,
more like the real thing. But not only are
such components much more expensive,
they will require partnering equipment of
equivalent sonic performance in order to
strut their stuff effectively. Unless you are
into megabuck systems, the Rega DAC
will do very nicely thank you.

quickinfo
Rega Research Limited
www.rega.co.uk
Distributed in Canada by Plurison
www.plurison.com
1-866-271-5689
Rega DAC
Price: $1095 CAD
Speciﬁcations
Inputs: 32 kHz to 192 kHz at
16/24/32 bits
Digital ﬁlter: 5 user selectable options
Jitter reduction: Synchronous clocking the digital data with receiver
Phased Lock Loop
DAC chips: Twin Wolfson WM8742
driven by a buffer stage
Case: Custom steel and aluminum
Finish: Black satin or silver satin
Weight: 4 kg
Size: 21.5 cm x 27 cm x 8 cm (wdh)
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Volent Chorale CL-2 Speakers
Suave Kajko
You may have not heard of Volent before
but don’t worry, neither have we - not
until now. Volent was launched in 2006
in Honk Kong by a group of engineers
who have been in the business of designing speakers and drivers for many years.
The name Volent comes from the phrase
“Voice of Excellence” and now Volent
speakers are available in Canada thanks to
Canadian distributor Worldwide Wholesales. All Volent speakers are designed
and manufactured in Hong Kong.
Volent prides itself on the development of its Twin-Ribbon tweeter which
claims to combine the best of both dome
and ribbon tweeter characteristics. The
Twin-Ribbon tweeter is said to offer the
same dispersion characteristics as a dome
tweeter together with a fast response and
high level of details which ribbon tweeters are known for. In addition to using the
tweeter in its own speakers, Volent also
supplies it to other speaker manufacturers including JM Reynaud in France and
Rosso Fiorention in Italy.
The Volent Chorale CL-2 speaker under
review here represents the company’s most
affordable, entry-level bookshelf speaker.
My review pair came ﬁnished in a rich,
high-gloss Mahogany veneer ($2495/pair)
but the CL-2 is also available in a highgloss Black ($2495/pair). The cabinet has
a rock solid construction with arrow-cut,
triangular surfaces at the top and the sides
which give the speaker a distinct look but
also assist in eliminating the standing
wave effect. In a traditional speaker cabinet the high frequencies radiated by the
tweeter can reﬂect off the corners of the
cabinet and arrive at the listening position
slightly delayed, hence blurring the treble.
The arrow-cut, triangular surfaces of the
CL-2 change the angles of the reﬂected
sound so that it doesn’t reach the listener’s ears. The heavy, metal grille covering
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the driver reminds me a little too much
of the PA speakers in my high school but
the good news is that it can be removed
by unscrewing the six Hex bolts which
hold it in place. The tweeter faceplate
and the driver basket both have a Cham-

pagne gold ﬁnish and are secured to the
enclosure with gold bolts. I also discovered a number of ﬁnishing imperfections
around both the tweeter and the woofer
which looked like smudges but could not
be cleaned. Visually then, out of the box
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the CL-2 isn’t the most attractive speaker. classical track, the CL-2’s very effectively
But its appearance can be improved sig- channeled the mood of the music directly
niﬁcantly by removing the driver grille. to my ears. Slower passages played deliPersonally, I prefer the look of the high- cately with passion, while heavier passaggloss Black ﬁnish.
es came through with adequate punch and
Technically though, the CL-2 should excitement. In the high frequencies, the
be much more appealing to audio enthu- cymbals sparkled and sounded very crisp.
siasts. Its two-way design combines the The highs contained an incredible amount
company’s above mentioned 1.5-inch of musical details, yet I didn’t ﬁnd them to
Twin-Ribbon tweeter (in a side-by-side be harsh or edgy.
conﬁguration) with a 6-inch Hextech midWhen I put on AIR French Band’s “Moon
range/bass driver. A sheep had to get a Safari” album, I noticed a slight increase
haircut to provide wool for the inside of in the details and transparency in the top
the speaker cabinet, which is said to maxi- end, compared to my reference Focal Elecmize the bass performance and open up tra 1008 Be II speakers. The electronic efthe soundstage. The 6-inch Hextech driv- fect in the intro to “La Femme D’argent”
er got its name from the fact that it uses which normally plays a little further in the
a hexagon shaped voice coil, and is said background, was brought more forward
to achieve a faster transient performance and sounded better pronounced. The
and a more dynamic bass than a tradition- CL-2’s had the ability to extract some of
al 6-inch driver. The back of the cabinet the delicate details in the high frequenhas a large venting port and houses a pair cies which many speakers conceal - this
of solid, gold-plated binding posts. The was without doubt thanks to the excellent
CL-2 has a frequency response rated from performance of the Twin-Ribbon tweeter.
38 Hz all the way up to 50 kHz, thanks The vocals were crystal clear, without any
to the ribbon tweeter of course. It has an signs of sibilance or strain.
impedance of 6 ohms, sensitivity rated at
It should be noted that without a sufﬁ87 dB, is crossed-over at 1,900 Hz and cient break-in time, the CL-2’s offer very
has a power handling rated at 150 Watts. little in the low frequency department.
The CL-2 is a fairly large speaker which Even after about 150 hours, the punchy
measures 240 mm wide by 388 mm high bass line in “La Femme D’argent” had litby 355 mm deep, and tips the scale at just tle weight and lacked the articulation that
over 30 kg each.
I’m used to. It was only after some 300
To achieve maximum performance from hours that the bass ﬁnally came to life and
the CL-2 speakers they need to be set up the improvement was drastic. Suddenly
carefully so that the tweeters are as close the bass line which deﬁnes this track was
to ear level as possible and they should be present in full force, stretching well into
slightly toed-in toward the listening posi- the low octaves and with great articulation. I burnt the speakers in for about 150 tion. Point to learn here – if you decide to
hours, playing music in the background.
audition the speakers at a store, make sure
I began my tests with the CL-2 speakers that they have been properly burnt in.
hooked up to my Fatman iTube 452 intePartway through my listening session, I
grated tube ampliﬁer and used my trusty replaced my Fatman tube ampliﬁer with
Classé Audio CDP-102 CD player as the the Classé Audio CP-500 preampliﬁer
source.
and CA-2100 ampliﬁer. With this duo in
When listening to classical CDs, such place, the sound may have lost some of
as Vivaldi: The Four Seasons Violin Con- its warmth but beneﬁtted from an overall
certos (Itzhak Perlman, EMI Classics), the increased detail and the CL-2’s enjoyed
CL-2 speakers projected a rich, passionate every second of it. After playing a few
midrange. The violins played with ﬂuid- CDs, I decided to spin a few records on
ity and great dynamics. The stereo separa- my recently purchased Clearaudio Contion and imaging were superb. While lis- cept turntable. This instantly put the warm
tening to Britten’s Orchestra CD (Michael character that I adore so much right back
Stern, Reference Recordings RR-120) the into my music.
soundstage was expansive in both width
The ﬁrst record I listened to was the
and depth, and there was an ample amount “The Suburbs” from Canadian indie rockof air between the instruments. With each ers Arcade Fire. “The Suburbs” is engag-
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ing and stimulating from the ﬁrst track to
the very last and so I ended up listening to
all sides of the two vinyl set. On ‘Ready
To Start’, the CL-2’s perfectly resolved
the noisy guitars, synthesizer effects and
fuzzy, whiny vocals. No, these various
audio layers weren’t all clumped together
as you might expect from a lesser speaker.
Instead each layer played with its own
space, yet the combined layers were assembled together just right when they arrived at my ears. The dynamics, scale and
emotion of every track was portrayed very
well by the CL-2’s. The bass extension
had very good weight and dynamics for a
speaker in this price range.
Then I shifted over to the “Let It Be:
Naked” album from the Beatles, a “back
to the roots” version of the original “Let It
Be” stripped of the orchestra, chorus and
overdubs by producer Phil Spector. The
CL-2’s played this album with all the subtleties of the original live studio sessions.
The Twin-Ribbon tweeter once again revealed details in the top end previously
unknown to me on this album. The ﬂuidity of the vocals and music had me singing
along with the Fab Four in no time.
The audio market is crowded with
speakers in the $2500 price range and in
my opinion the Volent Chorale CL-2 isn’t
the prettiest of these. But where it comes
short on looks, it certainly makes up in
performance. It offers the ﬁnest musical details thanks to its ribbon tweeter, a
clean, detailed midrange and a very good
bass extension. It is a versatile speaker
which performed very well across all music genres, from jazz to classical to rock.
If you’re in the market for a speaker in
the $2500, the CL-2 is deﬁnitely worth a
listen.

quickinfo
Volent
www.volent.com.hk
Distributed in Canada by
Worldwide Wholesales
www.worldwidewholesales.ca
519-619-9924
Volent Chorale CL-2 Speakers
Price: $2495 CAD
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so much more than an integrated amplifier.

Integrated Amplifier
UPnP Client
FM & Internet Radio
Wi-Fi + Ethernet and USB inputs
Built-in Digital to Analog converter (DAC)
Digital iPad/iPod connection

$2,595

www.naimaudio.com
www.facebook.com/NaimAudioCanada

Naim Audio is distributed by Plurison - www.plurison.com - 866 271 5689
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Klipsch Image One Headphones – Built for the iPhone
Phil Gold
Klipsch Audio Technology, founded by of any headphone
Paul Klipsch in Arkansas in 1946, has is comfort. I’m perlong been famous for its horn-loaded sonally averse to
loudspeakers. This reputation extends anything pressing
across the spectrum from HiFi to public against my ears. I
address systems and more recently, com- love the giant AKG
puter audio. Now Klipsch has a line of K1000, which ﬂoats
headphones, and the Image One is their of- free of the ears altofering for the iPhone market. That means gether, and the Senof course it has the right sensitivity and nheiser HD800 and
minijack connector (3.5mm) to be prop- AKG K701, which
erly driven by the iPhone, but it also has a are so big that the
two button volume control and a switch to padding ﬁts entirely
start and stop a song playing on iTunes, or outside the outline
to pick up and hang up a phone call. This of my ear. I’m also
remote control is placed along with the cool with custommicrophone at the cable yolk where the ﬁt canal earphones,
single cable to the iPhone splits into twin which ﬁt inside the
cables to the earpieces. When worn as in- ear. But I struggle
tended, the echo-cancelling microphone mightily with Sensits conveniently around six inches below nheiser HD650s and
your voice box, an ideal location.
various smaller Grados, which clamp so
Klipsch lists the Image One at $159.95, hard that they make me feel like my head
and competes with a lot of other head- is in a vise. These phones also feel tight
sets showing on the Apple Store website. to me, although less so than those I listed.
But do these headphones offer anything I’m not saying you will ﬁnd them uncomspecial? Superb ﬁt and ﬁnish for a start, fortable. Neither my daughter nor my wife
with the ear cups ﬁnished in soft leather had any complaints. But I would caution
and ﬁlled with memory foam for comfort. that headphone comfort is a very personal
The padded headband is fully adjustable, thing, and you should certainly try before
while the earpieces swivel horizontally you buy.
through 90 degrees and vertically though
The Image One carries out all its allotted
45 degrees, in part for your comfort but tasks with aplomb. I particularly enjoyed
also so they fold ﬂat to ﬁt the neat carrying the high quality of the microphone. The
case provided. As a closed back design I microphone volume setting is slightly on
expected a bit more noise blocking than I the low side, and worked better if moved
experienced, which I put down to the fair- an inch or two higher in my case. The
ly small diameter of the earcups. Klipsch range of listening levels is ﬁne for both
have managed to keep the weight down telephone and for music or Podcasts.
to under 5 ounces, which will help with
Sound quality is far from neutral. Comlong term comfort. The ﬁnish is all black pared with the remarkably neutral Ultimate
apart from the silver Klipsch moniker and Ears UE10Pro (at many times the price)
an oval ring on the back of each earpiece. the high frequencies are really dialed back,
Klipsch backs the Image One with a two the midrange somewhat set back and the
year warranty.
bass booms – they even advertise “boomFor me the most important characteristic ing bass”. This may suit head bangers,
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but even though the bass is powerful it
is also rather loose and I prefer the much
punchier bass offered by Dr. Dre’s Beats.
The downward sloping frequency tilt is
equally obvious when connected to a high
end stereo, but the Image One is not intended for that application anyway. The
level of detail and dynamic range are not
really competitive at this price for that application.
So the Image One gets full marks for
practicality, ﬁt and ﬁnish, light weight, the
fold ﬂat design and the neat carrying case,
and somewhat lower marks in audio performance and long term comfort.

quickinfo
Klipsch
www.klipsch.com
1-800-KLIPSCH (1-800-554-7724)
Klipsch Image One Headphones
Price: $159.95
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‘I can’t recommend this unit highly enough. The player has
excellent build quality and styling that moves it decidedly
towards the high-end and the performance chops to back it
up, all at a price which seems completely reasonable to this
reviewer. Somebody get me a check book, I think I am
going to buy a Cambridge 650BD.’
- Home Theater Review.com

Cambridge Audio 650BD Blu-Ray Player
Bring your video and
music to the next level...
Featuring almost universal disc compatibility, the 650BD
is equipped to handle CD, HDCD, DVD-Video, DVD-Audio,
SACD and of course Blu-Ray discs.
Delivering stunning video reproduction is just half the
story and the 650BD also excels in audio performance.
24/192kHz Digital to Analogue Converters and
meticulous attention to audio circuitry design ensure that
the 650BD can reproduce the dynamics and scale
required for modern movie soundtracks whilst also being
able to deliver a genuinely musical performance with
either stereo or multi-channel music discs.
The Best of Both Worlds.

www.cambridge-audio.com

Distributed by Plurison - www.plurison.com - 866 271 5689

It's lightning fast!
The 650BD boasts power-up and loading
speeds which are amongst the most
impressive of any Blu-ray player currently
available.

$799

